SECOND SESSION OF THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT.

Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of Thirtieth Meeting
of Commission B (E/PC/T/B/PV/30).

The following corrections should be made to the remarks
of the Delegation of China:

Page 9, Paragraph 5:
For "Mr. Wunsch KING (China)" - Substitute: "Mr. D.Y. DAO (China)."

Page 53, Paragraph 5, line 3:
For: ..... "Conference will be substantially remain the same".....
Substitute: ... "Conference will remain substantially the same"...

Page 31, Paragraph 1, line 13:
For: ...... "at this late hour some talk of a compromise"
Substitute: ..... "at this late hour some sort of a compromise"

Page 31, Paragraph 2, line 9:
For: ...... "I would like to add my one tribute to the"......
Substitute: ..... "I would like to add my warm tribute to the"......